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Solutions journalism is

rigorous, evidence-
based reporting on 
responses to social 
problems.



WHAT IS SOLUTION JOURNALISM?

• Covers a response to a problem and how it happened.

• Provides evidence of impact, looking at effectiveness, not just 
intentions (if a pilot, evidence may be incomplete)

— Qualitative or quantitative data

— Evidence showing that the response is not working? You can write 
sojo about a failed response too! There’s still a story here.

• Produces insights that can help others respond too

• Points out any limitations or caveats of the response (“to be 
sure…”)



NOT A SILVER 
BULLET

INSTEAD, FOCUS ON WHERE THE 
RESPONSE DOES (AND DOESN’T) WORK



NOT A THEORY
INSTEAD, SOMETHING THAT’S 
ALREADY IN PROCESS



NOT FAVOR FOR A 
FRIEND

INSTEAD, FOCUS ON THE 
PROS AND CONS



WHY USE
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISM TO COVER 
CLIMATE?



A/B Story TestingStories in the study 
reported on: child abuse, homelessness 
and poor people in India who lack 
adequate clothing

A/B study done in collaboration with student team at BYU and in consultation with the Engaging News project at the 
University of Texas. Survey conducted by Survey Sampling International (SSI); n=750 respondents, p<=.05

A/B STORY TESTING

59%

22%

“I felt inspired and/or 
optimistic after 

reading the article”*

52%

36%

Would read more 
articles from the 

same newspaper**

47%

28%

Would get involved 
in working toward a 

solution**

35%

22%

Would share 
the article**

Solution story

Non–solutions 
story



ENP experiment: Time on page up 10-25%



People are avoiding news. Why? Well…



People are avoiding news. Why? Well…



And climate change is one of the worst offenders

• Coverage creates a “hope gap”
• Coverage frames people as “helpless” and “voiceless victims”
• No focus on resilience and response



HOW TO DO SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISM



Where might you find 
these stories?
• Think tanks/policy experts

• Academic experts

• Large datasets 

• People involved in implementation

• People involved in the problem

• Networks of innovators

• Program officers in foundations

• Hold up a mirror to your own life

• Solutions Story Tracker

What question 
should I ask?

Who’s doing 
it better?



OTHER KEY QUESTIONS FOR 
SOLUTIONS STORIES

• How does the response work? Slow the interview down.
• What parts of the problem aren’t addressed by the 

response?
• Where did this idea come from?
• Is it being replicated elsewhere? With what effects?
• What does the research say?
• What do the critics say?
• What metrics matter when it comes to measuring 

success?
• In what ways is that response working, in what ways is it 

not working, and how do we know?
• What are its barriers to replication?



HOW TO AVOID ADVOCACY?

• Don’t overclaim

• Briefly paint the whole landscape

• Use data

• Make your story about the approach, not 
the org.

• Take out the words “inspiring,” 
“wonderful,” “super,” “unique,” “genius,” 
and, in most cases, “solution.”



SOJO FORMS



LAST PART OF AN 
INVESTIGATIVE 
SERIES



QUICKIES



APPLES TO 
APPLES





POSITIVE 
DEVIANT



POSITIVE 
DEVIANT

Comparison 
to peers

Which city has the lowest rate of air pollution?

Change over 
time

Who has improved greenhouse gas emissions the 
most in the last decade?

By 
method/best 
practice

Who’s had interesting results using sustainable 
farming practices?

By subgroup Who has reduced water usage in small-sized 
cities ?

Data slices



WHAT DO WE DO?

ONLINE LEARNING 
PLATFORM
Toolkits, webinars, online 
courses, case studies —
all for free

NEWSROOM 
PARTNERSHIPS
Workshops, coaching, 
research/data support 
and project funding 

COMMUNITY BUILDING
Platform for shared learning 
and collaboration, regional 
journalist meet-ups, and the 
Solutions Journalism 
Summit

UNIVERSITY OUTREACH
Solutions journalism 
modules and full semester 
courses at partner J-
Schools, plus SolutionsU
works to apply sojo stories 
in all academic areas



JOIN THE HUB: 
OUR FREE 
MEMBER 
NETWORK

CHANGE TO HUB IMAGE

• Unlimited access to 
toolkits, reporting 
guides, and the Solutions 
Story Tracker.

• Info on upcoming events 
and webinars

• Travel scholarships, lists 
of editors who accept 
solutions pitches, and 
more



• Self-guided courses to 
hone your craft

• Learn how to do solutions 
reporting with our Basic 
Toolkit

• Available in Spanish, French, 
Bahasa Indonesian, and soon 
Chinese, Arabic, and Russian

• Issue Guides for reporters 
covering education, violence, 
& health in the U.S.

• Upcoming guides for editors, 
engagement, collaborations, 
and investigative reporting

LEARNING LAB





“GETTING BETTER MEANS COVERING SOME 
ISSUES DIFFERENTLY, NOT SIMPLY MORE.”

American Press Institute



Thank you!
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